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Language:
1. Spell the word “flamenco” F-L-A-M-E-N-C-O
2. Which word means something you wear to perform a play or act in a film?
a. Play

b. Actor

c. Costume

d. Ballet

3. Which is the correct possessive adjective sentence?
a. We have a teacher, my teacher is short.
b. We have a teacher, your teacher is short.
c. We have a teacher, our teacher is short.
d. We have a teacher, their teacher is short.
4. Which is the correct question tag sentence?
a. The food was nice, was it?

b. The food was nice, isn’t it?

c. The food wasn’t nice, wasn’t it?

d. The food was delicious, wasn’t it?

5. Which is the correct question tag sentence?
a. The music is good, is it?

b. The music is good, isn’t it?

c. The music isn’t good, isn’t it?

d. The music was good, isn’t it?

Mathematics:
1. It shows specific position, it has no size and shape and also known as a dot.
a. lines

b. points

c. segments

d. rays

2. It has no specific width it could be indefinite if it has no points.
a. lines

b. rays

c. points

d. segments

3. It is a part of a line and it has a definite length.
a. rays

b. lines

c. segments

d. points

4. It is made up of two rays meeting on a certain point called vertex.
a. square

b. triangle

c. sphere
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d. angle

5. An instrument use to measure and angle.
a. compass

b. protractor

c. ruler

d. telescope

Science:
1. ___________________ has fixed volume but no fixed shape.
a. solid

b. liquid

c. gas

d. All of these

2. __________________ has no fixed volume and fixed shape.
a. solid

b. liquid

c. gas

d. All of these

c. radiation

d. heat

3. _________________ do not transfer heat.
a. insulator

b. conductor

4. The temperature at which a solid changes to a liquid is called ___________.
a. temperature

b. melting point

c. freezing point

d. thermal expansion

5. __________________ occurs at higher temperature.
a. evaporation

b. boiling

c. condensation

d. change of state

Health Education:
1. What do we call the cells that can grow into a baby?
a. pregnancy

b. ovary cells

c. reproductive cells

d. testes cells

2. How long does a baby lie in the mother’s womb?
a. 28 months

b. about 9 – 10 months

c. about 5-7 years

d. Boys start having periods.

3. During this stage, the nervous system is developed and the child starts to walk.
a. Infancy

b. Puberty

c. Adulthood

d. Childhood

4. What do we call the male reproductive cells?
a. egg cells

b. pregnant cells

c. sperm cells

d. males cells

5. During this stage, it last from age 2 to puberty.
a. Infancy

b. Puberty

c. Adulthood
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d. Childhood

